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Abstract— The emergence of smart cameras has been fueled by
increasingly advanced computing platforms that are capable of
performing a variety of real-time computer vision algorithms.
Smart cameras provide the ability to understand their
environment. Object detection and behavior classification play
an important role in making such observations. This paper
presents a high-performance FPGA implementation of a
generalized parts-based object detection and classifier that
runs with capability of 266 frames/sec. The detection algorithm
is easily reconfigured by simply loading a new representation
into on-board memory, i.e., the FPGA can detect and classify a
newly specified object and behavior without any changes to the
hardware implementation.
Keywords- smart cameras, FPGA, object detection, hardware
acceleration, real-time vision

I.

INTRODUCTION

Smart cameras are a vision system that can automatically
extract and infer events and behaviors about their observed
environment. This often involves a network of cameras,
which continuously record vast amounts of data.
Unfortunately, there are typically not enough human analysts
to observe and convey what is going on globally in the
camera network [14]. Therefore, there is a substantial need
to automate the detection and recognition of objects and their
behaviors.
This requires sifting through considerable
amounts of image information, ideally in real-time, to
quickly determine the objects/behaviors of interest and take
the appropriate action.
This paper introduces a parts-based object detection
algorithm and an FPGA hardware implementation to provide
generalized, real-time object detection. The implementation
is designed using Verilog HDL, synthesized by Xilinx ISE
design suite [5], and targeted to Virtex-5 LX330 FPGA.
The major contributions of this paper are the creation of a
generalized smart camera vision system framework that:
1. Provides a technique for training a parts-based object
representation for any object commonly seen in the
smart camera’s point of view;
2. Generates the parts-based object detection classifier
to detect a generalized object;
3. Implements the parts-based object detection
classifier on a FPGA that allows for dynamic
reconfiguration of new parts-based object
representation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the parts-based object detection
algorithm, providing a high-level overview and discussion
on its various components. Section III presents the FPGA
architecture, and Section IV presents the performance
results. Section V describes related work. We conclude in
Section VI.
II.

PARTS-BASED OBJECT DETECTION ALGORITHM

This section provides an introduction and a high-level
overview of the computer vision algorithm used to create a
parts-based representation for object detection and
classification. For example, desired objects to detect in a
surveillance system may be various postures of persons
(walking standing) and orientations of each. In this paper,
one example object of interest is a specific person, Joshua,
walking right to left in a particular camera’s field of view.
A. Introduction
Parts-based object recognition classifiers are becoming
more popular in computer vision due to their flexible
representations of objects whose shape changes (1,2).
Creating a parts-based object representation is similar in
nature to creating a compressed version of all images
previously observed and known to contain that object.
Knowing which images contain the object of interest
requires a human in the loop. However, there is no manual
annotation required on the image itself. A parts-based object
representation of this exemplar object compresses the
information of all the observed images of object “Joshua
walking from right to left” into a sparse representation, as
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. High-level view of the parts-based object detection classifier.
Input: incoming video frame and (stored in memory) the parts-based object
representation; Output: Certainty map image, whose pixel values represent
the certainty that the center of desired object is located at that pixel.

After creating a parts-based representation for a
particular class of object, one can now use this information
to detect that same class of object.
The input to the parts-based object classifier is an
incoming video frame (or image) and the output is an image
of the same size that represents a certainty map of the object
center. If the object is not in the image, then the certainty
map should be all black (or, equivalently, have all of its pixel
values be zero). If the object is in the image, then there
should be a relatively high value for the pixels located at the
center of the object.
B. Training the Parts-based Object Detection Classifier
Training a parts-based object detection classifier mans
creating the parts-based representation for the object at hand.
The parts-based object representation is made up of two
types of information: (1) object parts’ appearance
information and (2) object parts’ spatial location. The
appearance information is the set of averaged grayscale
image windows and the spatial information is the set of (row,
col) coordinates associated with each averaged grayscale
image window. Creating a parts-based object representation
takes place offline, and therefore is not necessary to
implement on the hardware.
There are two steps in creating a parts-based object
representation. The first step, as illustrated in Figure 2, is to
collect imagery data containing the desired object to detect
(and thus create a representation for).

Figure 3. The first step in creating a parts-based object representation:
automatically segment the object from the background for each image
known to have contained the desired object. The binary image created has
pixel value of 1 if the object is located at that pixel location.

and corner coordinate offset (relative to object center) calculations and Part
III – Image window clustering and recording of window offsets fore each
cluster, yielding the parts-based representation.

Part I of Step 2 is corner detection, which converts the
color image to grayscale and then finds corners on the object
only (not on the background of the image). More details on
the corner detector are described in Section III.
Part II of Step 2 extracts image windows around corner
(row,col) coordinates found in Step 2, Part I, and calculates
the (row,col) offsets from object center (row,col) coordinate.
Figure 4 describes Step 2, Part II in more detail.

Figure 4 Extract windows around corners and calculate the (row,col)
offsets by subtracting the corner (row,col) coordinate from the object center
(row,col) coordinate.

Finally, Part III groups all the image windows together,
according to a distance metric and then averages all windows
for each group. The averaged window, along with all the
(row,col) offsets associated with window in that group make
up a part in the parts-based object representation. Details of
Step 2, Part II are provided in Figure 5. All of the parts
yielded from all of the known images containing the object
comprise a parts-based representation of the object.

The second step, as shown in Figure 3 is to execute an
algorithm which learns the parts-based representation, given
the ground truth imagery data created during Step 1. This
step takes as input all of the ground truth imagery containing
the object, and outputs all of the parts found to compress the
various object appearances.

Figure 3 The second step in creating a parts-based object reprsentation has
three parts: Part I: Corner Detection; Part II - Corner window extraction

Figure 5. Step 2, Part III of creating a parts-based object representation
takes as input all of the extracted windows with the windows’
corresponding (row, col) offsets. This part of the training algorithm uses
the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) distance to cluster the image
windows into common parts and records the spatial offsets corresponding
for each cluster. The output is the parts-based object representation: the

average of each cluster and the (row,col) offsets corresponding to each
cluster,.

C. Parts-based Object Detection Classifier
This section discusses the details and FPGA
implementation of the three modules of the parts-based
object detection classifier: the corner detection module,
correlation module, and certainty map module. A picture
depicting the input/output of each module more explicitly is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. There are three modules in the parts-based object detection
classifier: corner detection module, correlation module, and certainty map
module. The classifier takes on input a video frame image and outputs an
image whose pixel values are values of certainty of the object center being
located at each pixel.

1) Corner Detection Module
The Corner Detection Module operates similarly to the
preliminary part of Step 2, except it detects corners in the
whole image frame (since the algorithm does not know
where the object is).
The input to the corner detection module is the current
video frame. The outputs from the corner detection module
are (1) the “w×w” windows of current image, where each
window centers around a detected corner (row, col) pixel,
and (2) the actual (row, col) index values of the detected
corners. Assume there are c detected corners at the current
frame. Since the corner detection module is the first module
of the algorithm, it includes all preliminary video frame input
and management. The preliminary video frame processing
includes converting the RGB color video frame into a
grayscale image and downsizing the grayscale image by half
scale.
After the preliminary video frame processing, the Harris
corner point detector executes [4]. The Harris corner
detector begins by computing both the row-gradient
(Equation 1) and the col-gradient (Equation 2) of each pixel
in the image, yielding both a row-gradient response image
and a col-gradient response image. Additionally, the colgradient is computed again, but this time on the resulting
row-gradient response image, thus yielding the row-colgradient response image. To smooth the gradient responses,
all three gradient response images are convolved with a
Gaussian filter. Using the resulting smoothed gradient image
responses and Harris parameter k, a corner response function
is executed on each pixel of the current image. If this
response is greater than a given threshold, then that pixel is
labeled as a corner pixel.
2) Codeword Correlation Module

The Correlation Module uses the appearance information
of the parts-based object representation. For each extracted
window in the image, the module determines if any of the
parts’ appearance information looks like the incoming
window. If it does, then it passes the extracted window’s
center (row,col) coordinate to the Certainty Map Module,
along with the part number to which it matched.
Figure 7 depicts the correlation module. The inputs to the
codeword correlation module are: 1) the “w×w” windows of
current image, where each window centers around a detected
corner (row, col) pixel, and 2) the actual (row, col) index
values of the detected corners. Assume there are c detected
corners at the current frame. The outputs of the Codeword
Correlation Module are: 1) the (row, col) pixels of the
corners whose corresponding corner window “correlated”
with one of the parts (codewords) of the parts-based object
representation, and 2) the index k* of the exact codeword/part
that had the highest “correlation” for that corner window.
Assume there are m detected corners at the current frame.
Note m will be less than or equal c.
For each corner window wk, and for each codeword cj,
the sum of absolute difference (SAD) (also known as city
block distance) is computed [6]. If the minimum SAD output
is less than a given threshold, than the corner window wk is
said to “match” with at least one of the codewords
comprising the parts-based object representation. The index
k* of the codeword that matched with corner window wk
yielding minim SAD difference is outputted, along with the
(row, col) coordinate of the corner corresponding to wk.

Figure 7. The correlation module takes on input the image windows
extracted from the corner detction module, along with the spatial (row,col)
coordinates of each. It calculates the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD)
between each input extracted window and all of the averaged cluster
appearance parts (codewords). If the minimum SAD distance is small
enough, that extracted window correlated with one of the parts in the partsbased object representation. The module then outputs which part it
matched to and the (row,col) coordinate of the input extracted window.

3) Certainty Map Module
Figure 8 shows the certainty map module. The inputs to
the certainty map module are (1) the (row, col) pixels of the
corners whose corresponding corner window “correlated”
with one of the parts (codewords) of the parts-based object
representation and (2) the index k* of the exact codword/part

that had the highest “correlation” for that corner window.
Assume there are m detected corners at the current frame.
The output of the certainty map module is a grayscale
image of the same size as the downsized grayscale video
frame. The (row col) entry of the certainty map is equal to
the actual number of corner windows that guess whether
(row, col) is the location of the object center. This is because
for each matched corner (row, col) on input, the (row, col)
offsets stored corresponding to the k* codeword are added to
the matched corner index (row, col), yielding the (row, col)
index for where the object center should be. This certainty
map entry is incremented by one each time the offset
addition yields that particular entry index.

Figure 8. For each extracted window that matched through the correlation
module, the certainty map module adds the stored (row, col) offset
coordinates associated with the matched part in order to recover the
hypothesized object center (row,col) coordinate. This calculated object
center coordinate indexes to a two-dimensional histogram of same size as
the image, incrementing that pixel location, or rather, increasing the
certatinty of that pixel being where the object center is located.

III.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

1) Corner Detection Module
Figure 9 provides an overview of the architecture for
corner detection. It consists of six modules: frame store,
image line buffers, image window buffer, convolution,
Gaussian filter, and corner response function. These modules
are designed using Verilog HDL and implemented in an
FPGA in order to perform corner detection and are capable
of performing corner detection in real-time.
Frame store module stores the image data arriving
from the camera frame by frame. This module transfers the
image data to the image line buffers module and outputs the
image data with the corner information from the corner
response function module. The image of a frame is stored in
block RAMs of the FPGA.
Image line buffer module stores the image lines arriving
from the frame store module. The image line buffer uses
dual port BRAMs where the number of BRAMs is the same
as that of the row in the image window buffer. Each dual
port BRAM can store one line of an image. Thus, the rowcoordinates of the pixels can be used as the address for the
dual port BRAM. Since each dual port BRAM store one line

of an image, it is possible to get one pixel value from every
line simultaneously.
Image window buffer stores pixel values moving from
the image line buffer. Since pixels of an image window
buffer are stored in registers, it is possible to access all pixels
in the image window buffer simultaneously. The image line
buffers and the image window buffer store the necessary data
for processing each pixel and its neighboring pixels together.
Convolution module calculates the gradients along rowdirection and col-direction (first-order derivative). The
window size can be selected as any odd number larger than 3
arbitrarily. In this implementation, a size of 3×3 is selected
without losing generality.
Gaussian filter is applied to smooth the gradients and
result in a more reliable. In this implementation, a size of
5×5 is selected for the Gaussian mask.
Corner response function is used to find the corner on the
image from the results of the convolution and the Gaussian

Figure 9. Block diagram of proposed corner detection system involves
several modules, including reading the image from the camera. The image
line buffer module stores the image lines arriving from the frame store
module. The image window buffer stores pixel values moving from the
image line buffer. The convolution module calculates the gradients along
row-direction and column-directions of the image. The Gaussian filter is
applied to smooth the gradients. The corner response function determines
which pixels are corners.

2) Codeword Correlation Module
Figure 10 shows the block diagram of the correlation
module. The codewords/parts are stored in FPGA block
RAMs. Each codeword carries three pieces of information:
codeword index, the codeword itself as a matrix of 15x15
pixel data, and 9 pairs of offset data. Also, each detected
corner that is coming as input from the corner detection
modules has the index as well as a matrix of 15x15 pixel
data. The SAD value is calculated by adding the absolute
difference between the corresponding elements of the matrix
of pixel data. Since all the calculations should be done
within one clock cycle, all pixel data should be available at
the same time. Therefore, the codeword pixel data is stored
in different block RAMs. The output of each block RAM
can be configured as a wide bus that outputs 15 bytes of the
data at each clock cycle. This means that 15 block RAMs
are needed to provide one codeword pixel data. The
performance can be doubled by doubling the number of
block RAMs and SAD calculators as shown in Figure 10.

Each corner needs to be compared against 500 codewords
and minimum SAD value should be selected. A comparator
has been use to implement this function. At each clock cycle,
the minimum of the two SAD values is found and the result
is saved in a register to be compared against next two values.
Total of 250 cycles are needed to compare one corner
against 500 codeword pixel data. The performance of this
system can be increased by increasing the number of block
RAMs and SAD calculators to form a full parallel system
but FPGA resources are limited and this cannot be achieved
even using the largest FPGA device. On the other hand,
there is a possibility that a corner is received at each clock
cycles. Therefore a corner FIFO is needed to synchronize
the operations. After finding the minimum SAD value
among 500 codewords, the minimum SAD value should be
compare against the threshold. A successful comparison
passes the index of the matched codeword as well as the
corner coordinates to the next module which is certainty
map module.

Figure 10. FPGA implementation of correlator module. The inputs to this
block are the detected corner coordinate and the 15x15 surrounding
window of pixel data. Codeword pixel data are stored in ROMs and two
codewords are compared at each cycle cycle. A FIFO has been used to
synchronize the speed of the incoming pixels and SAD calculation.

3) Certainty Map Module
Figure 11 shows the FPGA implementation of the
certainty map in detail. The inputs to this module are the
index of the matched codeword as well as the coordinates of
the detected corner. The index of the matched codeword is
used as the address to the ROM to read the offset values.
These offset values (row and column offsets) are added to
the corner coordinates to locate the certainty map cell. The
result should be checked to make sure that the addressed

cell is properly located. Since the coordinate values are
signed numbers, this can fall outside the map range. The
resultant row and column addresses are converted to a one
dimensional address since the map data is stored in a one
dimensional storage element (i.e. block RAM). Also, a
FIFO is needed to synchronize the operations to extract each
cell address because the map cell addresses are generated in
real time all in parallel,. After locating the map cell, the
located cell value is incremented and the new value is
written back to the same location.

Figure 13. FPGA implementation of certainty map module. The inputs to
this block are index of the matched codeword and detected corner
coordinates. The output of this module is the grayscale certainty map stored
in block RAMs.

IV.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Table I indicates a summary of the device utilization
characteristics for our parts based object detection system.
There are two sets of data. Fine grained synthesis results that
gives the resource utilization in terms of basic FPGA
building blocks such as look up tables (LUTs), flip flops
(FFs), block RAMs (BRAMs) and DSP blocks. Coarse
grained synthesis results gives the resource utilization in
terms of higher level modules such as registers,
adders/subtractors, multipliers, and comparators. The object

detection system is implemented in Virtex-5 LX330T FPGA.
We measure the performance of the proposed architecture
for the object detection. Regarding frames per second
capability, this object detection system is capable of
processing the images at speeds of an average of 266 fps
when applied to the images consisting of 640x480 pixels.
The parts based object detection system design runs at 82
Mhz (refer to Table I), so the total frames per second yields
82000000/(640x480) = 266 fps.
V. RELATED WORK
As real time object recognition for video applications are
in high demand, the research for embedding such algorithms
has been maturing. Several have implemented corner/edge
detectors, a key module in the parts-based object detection
algorithm, on FPGAs [7, 8, 9]. Several have done template
TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF THE DEVICE UTILIZATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE PARTS BASED OBJECT DETECTION SYSTEM

Design

Top Level
Corner
Detection
Correlation
Certainty Map

I.

Fine Grained Synthesis Results
FFs
LUTs BRAMs/FIFOs DSPs
1930
2250
96
153
452
400
14
153
1221
140

1337
243

71
11

0
9

FPGA Resources
Coarse Grained Synthesis Results
Registers Adders/Subtractors Comparators
135
1443
45
71
67
24
5
27

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work introduced a smart camera vision system
which allows a user to (1) create a parts-based object
representation of any object they desire that is commonly
seen in the camera’s field of view, (2) easily reconfigure
the embedded architecture to load the new parts-based
object representation without changing the FPGA
architecture, and (3) created the FPGA architecture
framework of the parts-based object detection classifier.
In future work, the specialized hardware will be
extended for object recognition using a high-level
classifier that corrects object recognition errors [3]. Since
the FPGA outputs object classification at a high frame
rates, we can utilize the correlations in the detections over
subsequent frames to statistically enhance object
recognition.
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